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Development of MSI Caller

Introduction

Figure
2:
Comparison
of
Traditional PCR-based testing. MSI
NGS assigns MSI status by
comparing target loci Indel
lengths and frequency to a
predefined normal reference
population using BAM files
(Right). Conventional MSI PCR
requires a matched normal
sample for each tumor tested and
utilizes chromatogram review of
each target (Left).

# of Peaks

Microsatellite instability (MSI) is as a screening test for
Lynch syndrome (HNPCC), is FDA-approved as a companion
diagnostic for checkpoint inhibition, and has demonstrated
high positive predictive value for response to anti-PD1
therapy for MSI-high/dMMR patients. Typically, MSI analysis
involves comparison of allelic profiles of microsatellite
markers generated by amplification of DNA from matching
normal and tumor samples using a fluorescent PCR-based
assay. The requirement of needing matched normal DNA
has limited the number of patients that can have testing
performed due to the difficulty in obtaining adjacent benign
tissue in the tumor specimen received. Utilizing advances
in NGS technologies and bioinformatics, we have developed
a targeted, multi-plexed NGS assay (MSI NGS) which
robustly and accurately determines MSI status without the
requirement of a matched normal DNA.

New York State CLEP Validation
Figure 5: Validation Workflow
Through this analytical validation the MSI NGS
assay has:
1. Proven to be robust in the presence of varying
ng input amounts (5-50ng), run batch size (5-40
samples), and neoplastic nuclei content of tumor
samples (10-100%).
2. Demonstrated precision when evaluated for
reproducibility of resulting within a run, between
runs, between operators, between days, and
between barcodes.
3. Maintained accuracy in reporting MSI status
when compared to 100 gold-standard solid tumor
samples previously tested using OmniSeq’s NYS
CLEP approved MSI PCR assay.

Methods
Utilizing previously published data sets, 29 highly significant
loci within the genome were determined for interrogation
and integration into the MSI NGS targeted assay. For each
loci, the number of peaks and average indel lengths were
utilized in a custom algorithm on a gold standard training
set, where MSI status was previously determined by MSI
PCR methods, to define cluster centroid metrics which
determine MSI and MSS status. By this process cluster 1 and
cluster 2 were assigned as “MSI” and cluster 3 was assigned
as “MSS” with 100% PPV and 100% NPV. The Euclidean
distance of each experimental sample is then calculated
across all 29 loci, and the cluster centroid closest to the
sample determines the MSI status.

MSI NGS Panel Development

Figure 3: Average number of homopolymer peaks for
BAT-25 (left) and BAT-26 (right). Relative instability
between NGS (blue) and PCR (red) is maintained in
MSI and MSS samples as compared to normal (nontumor) samples.

NYS CLEP Approval May 2018
Figure 4: Performance of BAT25 and BAT26,
key markers of instability, using MSI NGS.

Analytical Performance

Figure 5: PCA Plot of Training Cohort.
Utilizing the number of peaks and
average Indel lengths for the 29 loci in
the custom MSI caller MSI status is
predicted in relation to centroid distances
to the reference population. An
Indeterminate range is defined as a
minimum distance between centroids 1
and 3, which impedes the MSI caller from
reporting accurately.

Performance of MSI NGS method on training cohort of 94 cases
Figure 1: Schematic depicting workflow from conceptual
genomic target selection from literature review through to
New York State Clinical Laboratory Evaluation Program
(CLEP) Acceptance as a Lab Developed Test (LDT).
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Performance of MSI NGS method on validation cohort of 47 cases

Powerful Advancement in MSI Testing
Delivers microsatellite instability results from tumor only FFPE samples:
• PCR requires normal tissue, NGS does not.
• Eliminate the hassle to acquire and track matched normal DNA from tissue
or blood.
• 5 – 20ng input tumor DNA
• Highly scalable
Identify appropriate patients for Immunotherapy:
• Pan Cancer, not just CRC
• Cost equivalent to PCR, with similar
turnaround times
Go-Live Clinical Testing and Performance:
• Historical MSI PCR testing required 40% of samples to be held until matched
normal tissue was available with an average wait time of ~12 days.
• Only 47% of samples requesting matched normal were received, therefore
20% of total orders could not be completed.
• MSI NGS assay to date has had ~10% QNS rate with no delay in testing or
reporting as no requirement for matched normal tissue.
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